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FAIR PLAT FOR CUBA Cts4SITTEE (M;,;)
DENVER CHAPMR

FPCC should advocate resumption of diplomatic relations between
Cuba and the United Btates and support the right of Cubans to
manage their rsvolustion without interference from other nations,
but not support the Cuban revolution per se.
The CP and the SW have been designated pursuant
to Zzeootive Order 10450 .

A aaucce advised on De~saoher 15, 1960, that a meeting
was held at the headquarters of the Denver Branch, Socialist
.Party (SWP), ors Dec*ah#r 10, 1960, for the purpose of
Workersestablishing a Gravsr chapter of the :air Play for Cuba
Committee . HOWARD WALLACE acted as chairran and an organizing
'committee was app .alnted .
HOWARD WALLACE has been ide:atified by a source as a'
*amber of the Denver Branch, SWP .
The SWP has bean designated by the Attorney General
of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 10450 .
A asurce, m May 9, 1951, advtned that on May 5,
1961, the Denver. Chapter, FPCC, was formed with the following
sleeted! officers ;
HARRY RAL"FNAN HIM, Jr ., Chairman
T . E . "MVE" ROBERTSON, Jr ., Ss.:retary
NORMAN HOLCM, Tisavurer
NORMAN HCDCETT has baeu twsnti¬ fed by a source as
a member of the Denver Branch, SWP .
The Denver Chapter, 7PC%, has publicly anuounced
as its puzpnae to help bring to light the truth about Cuba .
It has indicated the PPCC is virtua21y the sale organized
source of critical dissent from Americain-Cuban policy in the
United States . Anranuneed aims of FPCC are to end the ban imposed
by the U .S . Govor ment on travel to Cuba, to present those
aspects of events is Cuba whith the press in this country
ignores, and to work toward re-establishment of diplomatic
relations and travel trat"en the United States and Cuba .
A source advised in April, 1962, that the Denver
Chapter, FPCC, had almost ceased to exist at that time, but
in June, 1962, stated that at a meeting of the Deaver Branch,
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SWP, HOWARD WALIACE proposed to reactivate the Denver Chapter,
FPCC . Source advised that thereafter the Denver Chapter,
FPCC, placed an advertisement in a Denver daily newspaper on
June 21, 1962, concerning the travel ban to Cuba, sponsored
several open meetings concerning the travel ban to Cuba, and
sponsored the appearance of VINCENT TED LEE, National Director,
FPCC, in Boulder and Denver, Colorado, during April, 1963 .
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The April 6, 1960, edition of "The New York Times"
newspaper contained a full-page advertisement captioned "What
Is Really Happening in Cuba," placed by the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee (FPCC) . This advertisement announced the foryation
of the FPCC in New York City and declared the FPCC intended to
promulgate "the truth about revolutionary Cuba" to neutralize
the distorted American press .
"The New York Times" edition of January 11, 1961,
reported that at a hearing conducted before the United States
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee on January 10, 1961, Dr .
Charles A . Santos-Buch identified himself and Robert Taber
as organizers of the FPCC .
He also testified he and Taber
obtained funds from the Cuban Government which were applied
toward the cost of the afore-mentioned advertisement .
On May 16, 1963, a source advised that during
the first two years of the FPCC's existence there was a struggle
between Communist Party (CP) and Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
elements to exert their power within the FPCC and thereby influence
FPCC policy .
However, during the past year this source observed
there has been a successful effort by FPCC leadership to minimize
the role of these and other organizations in the FPCC so that today
their influence is negligible .
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On May 20, 1963, a second source advised that the
National Headquarters of tNe FPCC is located in Room 329 at 799
Broadway, New York City . According to this source, the position
of National Office Director was created in the Fall of 1962 and
was filled by Vincent "Ted" Lee, who now formulates FPCC policy .
This source observedLee has followed a course of entertaining
and accepting the cooperation of many other organizations
including the CP and the SWP when he has felt it would be to
his personal benefit as well as the FPCC's . However, Lee has
indicated to this source he has no intention of permitting FPCC
policy to be determined by any other organization . Lee feels the
FPCC should advocate resumption of dipioratic relations between
Cuba and the United States and support the right of Cubans to
manage their revolution without interference from other nations,
but not support the Cuban revolution per se .
The CP and the SWP have been designated pursuant
to Executive Order 10450 .
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